
Questions raised by Burham PC in advance of the meeting 

Good Evening  
I would like this raised at the PPP meeting please  
My question is like to put to PPP 
Is multi faceted and as such would like it read in it’s entirety  
On a daily basis myself as a resident and a BPC councillor has to endure a barrage of Abuse trying to 
move on cars parked in the farmers field .  
Some of these vehicles are users of the public house however the majority are people out to find 
somewhere to party in many aspects : literally party -music blaring dancing in crops etc  
Others are there to blatantly drug take ,it’s like a rebellion where I’m in plain sight and yet I’m doing 
things I shouldn’t  
The drugs in question seem to be “soft to a degree “ noz bombs and weed General behaviour with in 
that area is disrespectful at the least  
Only once has a police presence appeared 
I personally have incurred abuse and even been spat at  
Why should I be allowed to feel uncomfortably in a street I have lived in for 25 year ?  
Although each morning the clear up from these reprobates is disgusting and time consuming  
My major concern is that the effects the drugs have on the capability of the drivers and their ability 
to drive safely ?  
Why do the police seem to have a blatant disregard for this ?  
Why d o we have a pcso ,who only has visited this area once in the afternoon ?  
Why does the PCSo/police not attend Pc meetings to alleviate concerns ? 
Why can you never get through to police when needed ,had an incident when one guy was so stoned 
that he fell out the car yet still attempted to drive away  
It took nearly 2hours for police to answer phone ,pls don’t say email in as these won’t be read till 
next day ? No use at all ?  
Surely behind the wheel of a car puts that person in charge of a potential killing machine and 
impaired cognitive skills would be even more dangerous ?  
Why isn’t paraphernalia collect or even taken seriously ?  
Why could not a police drive through be a periodic thing ?  
Why can’t the pcso spend time more divided ensure all areas get time and support ?  
Finally what can be done ? And what do you intend to do ?  
 
 

 


